Mark 9:14-29

Mark 9:23 - 'If it is possible,' said Jesus.
'The thing is possible to one who has faith.'
- He expected to believe his statement about belief.
- Transfiguration (3 Evangelists): God stab - stay! Christ: my work must yet be fulfilled. My task must be fulfilled - dies at the foot amongst men.
- Scene at foot: Prance between the theologians of the Abrahamic and the case.
The church on the defense - trying to justify itself. When Christ asks what do this about both parties are silent - father speaks up: the man in need.
- The man in need - the church: Come to the disciples and renew of the church.
We are the renew of Christ:
- our enormous responsibility,
- our glorious opportunity.

Q: What may the world justly expect
Does it not have the right to expect love, understanding, sympathy, help, release?

b) Christ's exercise to heal child in own strength.

b) Christ wanted them to realize that their strength does not lie in them.
- We cannot even carry the burden one can need.
- The most you can do is to get cross with each other.

b) Sign of spirit: Signs of ailments - a picture described to soul spirits - epilepsy - We regard it as a primitive concept which we reject (African).
But what must the airs have done?
- They should not have believed in their own power but in that of the Lord.
b) They should definitely have prayed for the healing of the son of this man.

c) They should have understood that our life is a variation of the darkness of our existence and the world of men - that our life is beset with evil forces which will only be conquered finally with the help of God.